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In this episode of The Micro LED Maker
Podcast, we talk with Kim Tullio of Xtatic
Design. Xtatic provides a solution to
eliminate the need for a back-of-the-
envelope calculation for a basic light show
on a smartphone or tablet. You see, as we
all know, not everybody has art skills.
Xtatic's primary solutions are X-tatic , a
simple, cost-effective LED light display
system, and Art LED Systems , a full
lighting control system. Kim will give us a
tour of both of these solutions in detail in
this interview. It would be a real
understatement to say that the Maker
community is very diverse. We want to
know about as many different types of
makers as possible, so the Maker Mentor
who is responsible for this segment,
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Santiago Varela, will be sitting down with
each of these creators to ask some
questions, including some strange ones. In
this latest episode, we welcome David La
Seur to the show. He is a prolific creator of
science-related DIY content who also goes
by the name SpazzyScience. David
created Scientific Pew Paints , Paint-A-Can
, Techno-Painting , and more. In this
episode, we talk with David about his
background, how he got into the Maker
community, and more. Samsung's new
Galaxy A series offers a clean look and
manageable size, with a simple but
smartphone that is easy to use. Galaxy A9
is now available for $399 and Galaxy A7s
and Galaxy A7 (2017) for $499 in U.S.
stores. Starting in Europe, the Galaxy A5
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was launched at £289 and the Galaxy A3
at £199.
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Fix Maker V32 Samsung

the samsung had served me well, but a
few months in, the battery started to go
downhill. sure, i can replace the battery,

but it sounds like a hassle to mess with, so
i wanted to just upgrade the processor to

a faster replacement. as i started
researching, i discovered that samsung

had to stop making their processors at the
end of 2017 after making their consumer

market chips for almost 10 years. the
replacement processor comes with a new
form factor which is much different from
the samsung processor they had been
using previously. the samsung galaxy

creator collective (sgcc) a multi-day event
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that will unite speakers from across the
creator community designed to provide

unique insights on being sucessfull in the
creator economy. guests will have the

opportunity to learn from fellow creators
as well as industry experts about how

they, too, can grow their personal brands
through unique and compelling content

and have fun while doing it. co-hosted by
youtube creators and #teamgalaxy

members, colin & samir, this first of its
kind event will take place at samsung 837
in new york city, march 2-3 with 2 hours
of interactive content livestreamed each

day to ensure that the wider creator
community have access to this unique

experience. originally announced back in
december, samsung now officially launch
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its new galaxy homes line of devices,
beginning with the galaxy home 50 and

home 50 pro. the galaxy home 50 will be
available in the us in q1 of this year, but is

priced at $199.99 with 32gb of storage
and a microsd card slot. the more

expensive galaxy home 50 pro, on the
other hand, will be available for $249.99.
the home 50 includes a 4.3-inch display, a
rear-facing 13-megapixel camera, and a

fingerprint sensor. 5ec8ef588b
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